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Abstract

A new de nition of program-size complexity is made. H (A; B=C; D)
is de ned to be the size in bits of the shortest self-delimiting program
for calculating strings A and B if one is given a minimal-size selfdelimiting program for calculating strings C and D. This di ers from
previous de nitions: (1) programs are required to be self-delimiting, i.e.
no program is a pre x of another, and (2) instead of being given C and
D directly, one is given a program for calculating them that is minimal
in size. Unlike previous de nitions, this one has precisely the formal
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properties of the entropy concept of information theory. For example,
H (A; B ) = H (A) + H (B=A) + O(1). Also, if a program of length k
is assigned measure 2?k , then H (A) = ? log2 (the probability that the
standard universal computer will calculate A) + O(1).
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1. Introduction
There is a persuasive analogy between the entropy concept of information theory and the size of programs. This was realized by the rst
workers in the eld of program-size complexity, Solomono [1], Kolmogorov [2], and Chaitin [3,4], and it accounts for the large measure of
success of subsequent work in this area. However, it is often the case
that results are cumbersome and have unpleasant error terms. These
ideas cannot be a tool for general use until they are clothed in a powerful formalism like that of information theory.
This opinion is apparently not shared by all workers in this eld
(see Kolmogorov [5]), but it has led others to formulate alternative
Copyright c 1975, Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. General permission to republish, but not for pro t, all or part of this material is granted provided
that ACM's copyright notice is given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
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de nitions of program-size complexity, for example, Loveland's uniform complexity [6] and Schnorr's process complexity [7]. In this paper
we present a new concept of program-size complexity. What train of
thought led us to it?
Following [8, Sec. VI, p.7], think of a computer as decoding equipment at the receiving end of a noiseless binary communications channel.
Think of its programs as code words, and of the result of the computation as the decoded message. Then it is natural to require that the
programs/code words form what is called an \instantaneous code," so
that successive messages sent across the channel (e.g. subroutines) can
be separated. Instantaneous codes are well understood by information theorists [9{12]; they are governed by the Kraft inequality, which
therefore plays a fundamental role in this paper.
One is thus led to de ne the relative complexity H (A; B=C; D) of
A and B with respect to C and D to be the size of the shortest selfdelimiting program for producing A and B from C and D. However,
this is still not quite right. Guided by the analogy with information
theory, one would like

H (A; B ) = H (A) + H (B=A) + 
to hold with an error term  bounded in absolute value. But, as is
shown in the Appendix, jj is unbounded. So we stipulate instead
that H (A; B=C; D) is the size of the smallest self-delimiting program
that produces A and B when it is given a minimal-size self-delimiting
program for C and D. Then it can be shown that jj is bounded.
In Sections 2{4 we de ne this new concept formally, establish the
basic identities, and brie y consider the resulting concept of randomness or maximal entropy.
We recommend reading Willis [13]. In retrospect it is clear that he
was aware of some of the basic ideas of this paper, though he developed
them in a di erent direction. Chaitin's study [3,4] of the state complexity of Turing machines may be of interest, because in his formalism
programs can also be concatenated. To compare the properties of our
entropy function H with those it has in information theory, see [9{12];
to contrast its properties with those of previous de nitions of programsize complexity, see [14]. Cover [15] and Gewirtz [16] use our new
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de nition. See [17{32] for other applications of information/entropy
concepts.

2. De nitions

X = f; 0; 1; 00; 01; 10; 11; 000; : : :g is the set of nite binary strings,
and X 1 is the set of in nite binary strings. Henceforth we shall merely
say \string" instead of \binary string," and a string will be understood
to be nite unless the contrary is explicitly stated. X is ordered as
indicated, and jsj is the length of the string s. The variables p, q, s,
and t denote strings. The variables and ! denote in nite strings. n
is the pre x of of length n. N = f0; 1; 2; : : :g is the set of natural
numbers. The variables c, i, j , k, m, and n denote natural numbers.
R is the set of positive rationals. The variable r denotes an element of
R. We write \r.e." instead of \recursively enumerable," \lg" instead of
\log ," and sometimes \2 " (x)" instead of \2x ." #(S ) is the cardinality
of the set S .
Concrete De nition of a Computer. A computer C is a Turing
machine with two tapes, a program tape and a work tape. The program
tape is nite in length. Its leftmost square is called the dummy square
and always contains a blank. Each of its remaining squares contains
either a 0 or a 1. It is a read-only tape, and has one read head on it
which can move only to the right. The work tape is two-way in nite
and each of its squares contains either a 0, a 1, or a blank. It has one
read-write head on it.
At the start of a computation the machine is in its initial state,
the program p occupies the whole program tape except for the dummy
square, and the read head is scanning the dummy square. The work
tape is blank except for a single string q whose leftmost symbol is being
scanned by the read-write head. Note that q can be equal to . In that
case the read-write head initially scans a blank square. p can also be
equal to . In that case the program tape consists solely of the dummy
square. See Figure 1.
During each cycle of operation the machine may halt, move the
read head of the program tape one square to the right, move the readwrite head of the work tape one square to the left or to the right, erase
2
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0 0 1 1 0 1 0

Initial State

:::

?

:::

1 1 0 0

Figure 1. The start of a computation: p = 0011010 and q = 1100.
0 0 1 1 0 1 0

6

Halted

:::

?

0 1 0

:::

Figure 2. The end of a successful computation: C (p; q) = 010.
the square of the work tape being scanned, or write a 0 or a 1 on
the square of the work tape being scanned. The the machine changes
state. The action performed and the next state are both functions of
the present state and the contents of the two squares being scanned,
and are indicated in two nite tables with nine columns and as many
rows as there are states.
If the Turing machine eventually halts with the read head of the
program tape scanning its rightmost square, then the computation is
a success. If not, the computation is a failure. C (p; q) denotes the
result of the computation. If the computation is a failure, then C (p; q)
is unde ned. If it is a success, then C (p; q) is the string extending to
the right from the square of the work tape that is being scanned to the
rst blank square. Note that C (p; q) =  if the square of the work tape
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being scanned is blank. See Figure 2.

De nition of an Instantaneous Code. An instantaneous code

is a set of strings S with the property that no string in S is a pre x of
another.
Abstract De nition of a Computer. A computer is a partial
recursive function C : X  X ! X with the property that for each q
the domain of C (:; q) is an instantaneous code; i.e. if C (p; q) is de ned
and p is a proper pre x of p0 , then C (p0; q) is not de ned.
Theorem 2.1. The two de nitions of a computer are equivalent.
Proof. Why does the concrete de nition satisfy the abstract one?
The program must indicate within itself where it ends since the machine
is not allowed to run o the end of the tape or to ignore part of the
program. Thus no program for a successful computation is the pre x
of another.
Why does the abstract de nition satisfy the concrete one? We show
how a concrete computer C can simulate an abstract computer C 0. The
idea is that C should read another square of its program tape only when
it is sure that this is necessary.
Suppose C found the string q on its work tape. C then generates
the r.e. set S = fpjC 0(p; q) is de nedg on its work tape.
As it generates S , C continually checks whether or not that part
p of the program that it has already read is a pre x of some known
element s of S . Note that initially p = .
Whenever C nds that p is a pre x of an s 2 S , it does the following.
If p is a proper pre x of s, C reads another square of the program tape.
And if p = s, C calculates C 0(p; q) and halts, indicating this to be the
result of the computation. Q.E.D.
De nition of an Optimal Universal Computer. U is an optimal universal computer i for each computer C there is a constant
sim(C ) with the following property: if C (p; q) is de ned, then there is
a p0 such that U (p0; q) = C (p; q) and jp0j  jpj + sim(C ).
Theorem 2.2. There is an optimal universal computer U .
Proof. U reads its program tape until it gets to the rst 1. If U has
read i 0's, it then simulates Ci, the ith computer (i.e. the computer with
the ith pair of tables in a recursive enumeration of all possible pairs
of de ning tables), using the remainder of the program tape as the
program for Ci. Thus if Ci(p; q) is de ned, then U (0i 1p; q) = Ci(p; q).
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Hence U satis es the de nition of an optimal universal computer with
sim(Ci) = i + 1. Q.E.D.
We somehow pick out a particular optimal universal computer U as
the standard one for use throughout the rest of this paper.

De nition of Canonical Programs, Complexities, and Probabilities.
(a) The canonical program.
s = min p (U (p; ) = s).
I.e. s is the rst element in the ordered set X of all strings
that is a program for U to calculate s.
(b) Complexities.
HC (s) = min jpj (C (p; ) = s) (may be 1),
H (s) = HU (s),
HC (s=t) = min jpj (C (p; t) = s) (may be 1),
H (s=t) = HU (s=t).
(c) Probabilities.
PC (s) = P 2?jpj (C (p; ) = s),
P (s) = PU (s),
PC (s=t) = P 2?jpj (C (p; t) = s),
P (s=t) = PU (s=t).
Remark on Nomenclature. There are two di erent sets of terminology for these concepts, one derived from computational complexity
and the other from information theory. H (s) may be referred to as the
information-theoretic or program-size complexity, and H (s=t) may be
referred to as the relative information-theoretic or program-size complexity. Or H (s) and H (s=t) may be termed the algorithmic entropy
and the conditional algorithmic entropy, respectively. Similarly, this
eld might be referred to as \information-theoretic complexity" or as
\algorithmic information theory."
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Remark on the De nition of Probabilities. There is a very
intuitive way of looking at the de nition of PC . Change the de nition
of the computer C so that the program tape is in nite to the right,
and remove the (now impossible) requirement for a computation to
be successful that the rightmost square of the program tape is being
scanned when C halts. Imagine each square of the program tape except
for the dummy square to be lled with a 0 or a 1 by a separate toss
of a fair coin. Then the probability that the result s is obtained when
the work tape is initially blank is PC (s), and the probability that the
result s is obtained when the work tape initially has t on it is PC (s=t).
Theorem 2.3.
(a) H (s)  HC (s) + sim(C ),
(b) H (s=t)  HC (s=t) + sim(C ),
(c) s =
6 ,

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)

s = U (s; ),
H (s) = jsj,
H (s) 6= 1,
H (s=t) 6= 1,
0  PC (s)  1,
0  PC (s=t)  1,
1  Ps PC (s),
1  Ps PC (s=t),
PC (s)  2 " (?HC (s)),
PC (s=t)  2 " (?HC (s=t)),
0 < P (s) < 1,
0 < P (s=t) < 1,
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(p) #(fsjHC (s) < ng) < 2n ,
(q) #(fsjHC (s=t) < ng) < 2n ,
(r) #(fsjPC (s) > rg) < 1=r,
(s) #(fsjPC (s=t) > rg) < 1=r.
Proof. These are immediate consequences of the de nitions. Q.E.D.
De nition of Tuples of Strings. Somehow pick out a particular
recursive bijection b : X  X ! X for use throughout the rest of this
paper. The 1-tuple hs i is de ned to be the string s . For n  2 the
n-tuple hs ; : : :; sn i is de ned to be the string b(hs ; : : :; sn? i; sn).
1

1

1

1

1

Extensions of the Previous Concepts to Tuples of Strings.
(n  1; m  1).
 HC (s ; : : :; sn) = HC (hs ; : : :; sn i);
 HC (s ; : : :; sn=t ; : : :; tm) = HC (hs ; : : :; sni=ht ; : : :; tmi);
 H (s ; : : :; sn ) = HU (s ; : : :; sn);
 H (s ; : : :; sn =t ; : : : ; tm) = HU (s ; : : :; sn=t ; : : :; tm);
 PC (s ; : : :; sn) = PC (hs ; : : :; sn i);
 PC (s ; : : :; sn=t ; : : :; tm) = PC (hs ; : : :; sn i=ht ; : : :; tmi);
 P (s ; : : :; sn ) = PU (s ; : : :; sn);
 P (s ; : : :; sn =t ; : : : ; tm) = PU (s ; : : :; sn=t ; : : :; tm):
De nition of the Information in One Tuple of Strings About
Another. (n  1; m  1).
 IC (s ; : : : ; sn : t ; : : :; tm) =
HC (t ; : : :; tm) ? HC (t ; : : : ; tm=s ; : : : ; sn);
 I (s ; : : :; sn : t ; : : : ; tm) = IU (s ; : : :; sn : t ; : : :; tm):
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Extensions of the Previous Concepts to Natural Numbers.

We have de ned H , P , and I for tuples of strings. This is now extended
to tuples each of whose elements may either be a string or a natural
number. We do this by identifying the natural number n with the nth
string (n = 0; 1; 2; : : :). Thus, for example, \H (n)" signi es \H (the
nth element of X )," and \U (p; ) = n" stands for \U (p; ) = the nth
element of X ."

3. Basic Identities
This section has two objectives. The rst is to show that H and I satisfy
the fundamental inequalities and identities of information theory to
within error terms of the order of unity. For example, the information
in s about t is nearly symmetrical. The second objective is to show
that P is approximately a conditional probability measure: P (t=s) and
P (s; t)=P (s) are within a constant multiplicative factor of each other.
The following notation is convenient for expressing these approximate relationships. O(1) denotes a function whose absolute value is
less than or equal to c for all values of its arguments. And f  g means
that the functions f and g satisfy the inequalities cf  g and f  cg
for all values of their arguments. In both cases c 2 N is an unspeci ed
constant.

Theorem 3.1.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

H (s; t) = H (t; s) + O(1),
H (s=s) = O(1),
H (H (s)=s) = O(1),
H (s)  H (s; t) + O(1),
H (s=t)  H (s) + O(1),
H (s; t)  H (s) + H (t=s) + O(1),
H (s; t)  H (s) + H (t) + O(1),
I (s : t)  O(1),
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(i) I (s : t)  H (s) + H (t) ? H (s; t) + O(1),
(j) I (s : s) = H (s) + O(1),
(k) I ( : s) = O(1),
(l) I (s : ) = O(1).
Proof. These are easy consequences of the de nitions. The proof of
Theorem 3.1(f) is especially interesting, and is given in full below. Also,
note that Theorem 3.1(g) follows immediately from Theorem 3.1(f,e),
and Theorem 3.1(i) follows immediately from Theorem 3.1(f) and the
de nition of I .
Now for the proof of Theorem 3.1(f). We claim that there is
a computer C with the following property. If U (p; s ) = t and
jpj = H (t=s) (i.e. if p is a minimal-size program for calculating t
from s), then C (sp; ) = hs; ti. By using Theorem 2.3(e,a) we see
that HC (s; t)  jspj = jsj + jpj = H (s) + H (t=s), and H (s; t) 
HC (s; t) + sim(C )  H (s) + H (t=s) + O(1).
It remains to verify the claim that there is such a computer. C does
the following when it is given the program sp on its program tape
and the string  on its work tape. First it simulates the computation
that U performs when given the same program and work tapes. In this
manner C reads the program s and calculates s. Then it simulates the
computation that U performs when given s on its work tape and the
remaining portion of C 's program tape. In this manner C reads the
program p and calculates t from s. The entire program tape has now
been read, and both s and t have been calculated. C nally forms the
pair hs; ti and halts, indicating this to be the result of the computation.
Q.E.D.
Remark. The rest of this section is devoted to showing that the
\" in Theorem 3.1(f) and 3.1(i) can be replaced by \=." The arguments used to do this are more probabilistic than information-theoretic
in nature.
Theorem 3.2. (Extension of the Kraft inequality condition for the
existence of an instantaneous code).
Hypothesis. Consider an e ectively given list of nitely or in nitely
many \requirements" hsk ; nk i (k = 0; 1; 2; : : :) for the construction of a
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computer. The requirements are said to be \consistent" if 1  Pk 2 "
(?nk ), and we assume that they are consistent. Each requirement
hsk ; nk i requests that a program of length nk be \assigned" to the result
sk . A computer C is said to \satisfy" the requirements if there are
precisely as many programs p of length n such that C (p; ) = s as
there are pairs hs; ni in the list of requirements. Such a C must have the
property that PC (s) = P 2 " (?nk ) (sk = s) and HC (s) = min nk (sk =
s).
Conclusion. There are computers that satisfy these requirements.
Moreover, if we are given the requirements one by one, then we can
simulate a computer that satis es them. Hereafter we refer to the particular computer that the proof of this theorem shows how to simulate
as the one that is \determined" by the requirements.
Proof.
(a) First we give what we claim is the (abstract) de nition of a particular computer C that satis es the requirements. In the second
part of the proof we justify this claim.
As we are given the requirements, we assign programs to results.
Initially all programs for C are available. When we are given
the requirement hsk ; nk i we assign the rst available program of
length nk to the result sk ( rst in the ordering which X was dened to have in Section 2). As each program is assigned, it and all
its pre xes and extensions become unavailable for future assignments. Note that a result can have many programs assigned to it
(of the same or di erent lengths) if there are many requirements
involving it.
How can we simulate C ? As we are given the requirements, we
make the above assignments, and we simulate C by using the technique that was given in the proof of Theorem 2.1 for a concrete
computer to simulate an abstract one.
(b) Now to justify the claim. We must show that the above rule for
making assignments never fails, i.e. we must show that it is never
the case that all programs of the requested length are unavailable.
The proof we sketch is due to N. J. Pippenger.
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A geometrical interpretation is necessary. Consider the unit interval [0; 1). The kth program of length n (0  k < 2n ) corresponds to the interval [k2?n; (k + 1)2?n ). Assigning a program
corresponds to assigning all the points in its interval. The condition that the set of assigned programs must be an instantaneous
code corresponds to the rule that an interval is available for assignment i no point in it has already been assigned. The rule
we gave above for making assignments is to assign that interval
[k2?n ; (k + 1)2?n ) of the requested length 2?n that is available
that has the smallest possible k. Using this rule for making assignments gives rise to the following fact.
Fact. The set of those points in [0; 1) that are unassigned can
always be expressed as the union of a nite number of intervals
[ki2 " (?ni); (ki + 1)2 " (?ni)) with the following properties:
ni > ni , and
(ki + 1)2 " (?ni)  ki 2 " (?ni ):
I.e. these intervals are disjoint, their lengths are distinct powers
of 2, and they appear in [0; 1) in order of increasing length.
We leave to the reader the veri cation that this fact is always
the case and that it implies that an assignment is impossible
only if the interval requested is longer than the total length of
the unassigned part of [0; 1), i.e. only if the requirements are
inconsistent. Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.3. (Recursive \estimates" for HC and PC ). Consider
a computer C .
(a) The set of all true propositions of the form \HC (s)  n" is r.e.
Given t one can recursively enumerate the set of all true propositions of the form \HC (s=t)  n:"
(b) The set of all true propositions of the form \PC (s) > r" is r.e.
Given t one can recursively enumerate the set of all true propositions of the form \PC (s=t) > r:"
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the fact that the domain of
C is an r.e. set. Q.E.D.
+1

+1

+1
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Remark. The set of all true propositions of the form \H (s=t)  n"
is not r.e.; for if it were r.e., it would easily follow from Theorems 3.1(c)
and 2.3(q) that Theorem 5.1(f) is false, which is a contradiction.
Theorem 3.4. For each computer C there is a constant c such that
(a) H (s)  ? lg PC (s) + c,
(b) H (s=t)  ? lg PC (s=t) + c.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.3(b) that the set T of all true
propositions of the form \PC (s) > 2?n " is r.e., and that given t one
can recursively enumerate the set Tt of all true propositions of the form
\PC (s=t) > 2?n ." This will enable us to use Theorem 3.2 to show that
there is a computer C 0 with these properties:
HC (s) = d? lg PC (s)e + 1;
(1)
PC (s) = 2 " (?d? lg PC (s)e);
HC (s=t) = d? lg PC (s=t)e + 1;
(2)
PC (s=t) = 2 " (?d? lg PC (s=t)e):
Here dxe denotes the least integer greater than x. By applying Theorem 2.3(a,b) to (1) and (2), we see that Theorem 3.4 holds with
c = sim(C 0) + 2.
How does the computer C 0 work? First of all, it checks whether
it has been given  or t on its work tape. These two cases can be
distinguished, for by Theorem 2.3(c) it is impossible for t to be equal
to .
(a) If C 0 has been given  on its work tape, it enumerates T and
simulates the computer determined by all requirements of the
form
hs; n + 1i (\PC (s) > 2?n " 2 T ):
(3)
Thus hs; ni is taken as a requirement i n  d? lg PC (s)e + 1.
Hence the number of programs p of length n such that C 0(p; ) =
s is 1 if n  d? lg PC (s)e+1 and is 0 otherwise, which immediately
yields (1).
However,
we must check that the requirements (3) are consistent.
P 2?jpj (over
all programs p we wish to assign to the result s) =
0

0

0

0
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2 " (?d? lgPPC (s)e) < PC (s). Hence P 2?jpj (over all p we wish to
assign) < s PC (s)  1 by Theorem 2.3(j). Thus the hypothesis
of Theorem 3.2 is satis ed, the requirements (3) indeed determine
a computer, and the proof of (1) and Theorem 3.4(a) is complete.
(b) If C 0 has been given t on its work tape, it enumerates Tt and
simulates the computer determined by all requirements of the
form
hs; n + 1i (\PC (s=t) > 2?n " 2 Tt):
(4)
Thus hs; ni is taken as a requirement i n  d? lg PC (s=t)e + 1.
Hence the number of programs p of length n such that C 0(p; t) =
s is 1 if n  d? lg PC (s=t)e + 1 and is 0 otherwise, which immediately yields (2).
However,
we must check that the requirements (4) are consistent.
P 2?jpj (over
all programs p we wish to assign to the result s) =
2 " (?d? lg PC (s=tP)e) < PC (s=t). Hence P 2?jpj (over all p we
wish to assign) < s PC (s=t)  1 by Theorem 2.3(k). Thus the
hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 is satis ed, the requirements (4) indeed
determine a computer, and the proof of (2) and Theorem 3.4(b)
is complete. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.5.
(a) For each computer C there is a constant c such that P (s) 
2?c PC (s), P (s=t)  2?c PC (s=t).
(b) H (s) = ? lg P (s) + O(1), H (s=t) = ? lg P (s=t) + O(1).
Proof. Theorem 3.5(a) follows immediately from Theorem 3.4 using the fact that P (s)  2 " (?H (s)) and P (s=t)  2 " (?H (s=t))
(Theorem 2.3(l,m)). Theorem 3.5(b) is obtained by taking C = U in
Theorem 3.4 and also using these two inequalities. Q.E.D.
Remark. Theorem 3.4(a) extends Theorem 2.3(a,b) to probabilities. Note that Theorem 3.5(a) is not an immediate consequence of our
weak de nition of an optimal universal computer.
Theorem 3.5(b) enables one to reformulate results about H as results concerning P , and vice versa; it is the rst member of a trio of
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formulas that will be completed with Theorem 3.9(e,f). These formulas are closely analogous to expressions in information theory for the
information content of individual events or symbols [10, Secs. 2.3, 2.6,
pp. 27{28, 34{37].

Theorem 3.6.
(a) # (fpjU (p; ) = s & jpj  H (s) + ng)  2 " (n + O(1)).
(b) # (fpjU (p; t) = s & jpj  H (s=t) + ng)  2 " (n + O(1)).

Proof. This follows immediately
from Theorem 3.5(b). Q.E.D.
P
Theorem 3.7. P (s)  t P (s; t).
Proof. On the one hand, there isPa computer C such that C (p; ) = s
if U (p; ) = hs; ti. Thus PC (s)  t P (s; t). Using Theorem 3.5(a), we
see that P (s)  2?c Pt P (s; t).
On the other hand,Pthere is a computer C such that C (p; ) = hs; si
if U (p; ) = s. Thus
t PC (s; t)  PC (s; s)  P (s). Using Theorem
3.5(a), we see that Pt P (s; t)  2?c P (s). Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.8. There is a computer C and a constant c such that
HC (t=s) = H (s; t) ? H (s) + c.
Proof. The set of all programs p such that U (p; ) is de ned is
r.e. Let pk be the kth program in a particular recursive enumeration
of this set, and de ne sk and tk by hsk ; tk i = U (pk ; ).PBy Theorems
3.7 and 3.5(b) there is a c such that 2 " (H (s) ? c) t P (s; t)  1
for all s. Given s on its work tape, C simulates the computer Cs
determined by the requirements htk ; jpk j ? jsj + ci for k = 0; 1; 2; : : :
such that sk = U (s; ). Recall Theorem 2.3(d,e). Thus for each p such
that U (p; ) = hs; ti there is a corresponding p0 such that C (p0; s) =
Cs(p0; ) = t and jp0j = jpj ? H (s) + c. Hence
HC (t=s) = H (s; t) ? H (s) + c:
we must check that the requirements for Cs are consistent.
PHowever,
2 "P(?jp0j) (over all programs p0 we wish to assign to any result
t) = 2 " (?jPpj + H (s) ? c) (over all p such that U (p; ) = hs; ti) =
2 " (H (s) ? c) t P (s; t)  1 because of the way c was chosen. Thus the
hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 is satis ed, and these requirements indeed
determine Cs. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.9.
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(a) H (s; t) = H (s) + H (t=s) + O(1),
(b) I (s : t) = H (s) + H (t) ? H (s; t) + O(1),
(c) I (s : t) = I (t : s) + O(1),
(d) P (t=s)  P (s; t)=P (s),
(e) H (t=s) = lg P (s)=P (s; t) + O(1),
(f) I (s : t) = lg P (s; t)=P (s)P (t) + O(1).
Proof.
(a) Theorem 3.9(a) follows immediately from Theorems 3.8, 2.3(b),
and 3.1(f).
(b) Theorem 3.9(b) follows immediately from Theorem 3.9(a) and the
de nition of I (s : t).
(c) Theorem 3.9(c) follows immediately from Theorems 3.9(b) and
3.1(a).
(d,e) Theorem 3.9(d,e) follows immediately from Theorems 3.9(a) and
3.5(b).
(f) Theorem 3.9(f) follows immediately from Theorems 3.9(b) and
3.5(b). Q.E.D.
Remark. We thus have at our disposal essentially the entire formalism of information theory. Results such as these can now be obtained
e ortlessly:
 H (s )  H (s =s ) + H (s =s ) + H (s =s ) + H (s ) + O(1);
 H (s ; s ; s ; s ) = H (s =s ; s ; s ) + H (s =s ; s ) + H (s =s ) +
H (s ) + O(1):
However, there is an interesting class of identities satis ed by our H
function that has no parallel in information theory. The simplest of
these is H (H (s)=s) = O(1) (Theorem 3.1(c)), which with Theorem
1

1

4

1
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2

2

1

3

2

3

3

4

4

4
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3
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3.9(a) immediately yields H (s; H (s)) = H (s) + O(1). This is just one
pair of a large family of identities, as we now proceed to show.
Keeping Theorem 3.9(a) in mind, consider modifying the computer
C used in the proof of Theorem 3.1(f) so that it also measures the
lengths H (s) and H (t=s) of its subroutines s and p, and halts indicating hs; t; H (s); H (t=s)i to be the result of the computation instead
of hs; ti. It follows that H (s; t) = H (s; t; H (s); H (t=s)) + O(1) and
H (H (s); H (t=s)=s; t) = O(1). In fact, it is easy to see that
H (H (s); H (t); H (t=s); H (s=t); H (s; t)=s; t) = O(1);
which implies H (I (s : t)=s; t) = O(1). And of course these identities
generalize to tuples of three or more strings.

4. A Random In nite String
The undecidability of the halting problem is a fundamental theorem
of recursive function theory. In algorithmic information theory the
corresponding theorem is as follows: The base-two representation of the
probability that U halts is a random (i.e. maximally complex) in nite
string. In this section we formulate this statement precisely and prove
it.
Theorem 4.1. (Bounds on the complexity of natural numbers).
(a) Pn 2?H n  1.
Consider a recursive function f : N ! N .
(b) If Pn 2?f n diverges, then H (n) > f (n) in nitely often.
(c) If Pn 2?f n converges, then H (n)  f (n) + O(1).
Proof.
(a) By Theorem 2.3(l,j), Pn 2?H n  Pn P (n)  1.
(b) If Pn 2?f n diverges, andP H (n)  f (n) held for all but nitely
many values of n, then n 2?H n would also diverge. But this
would contradict Theorem 4.1(a), and thus H (n) > f (n) in nitely
often.
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )
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(c) If Pn 2?f n converges, there is an n such that Pnn0 2?f n 
1. By Theorem 3.2 there is a computer C determined by the
requirements hn; f (n)i (n  n ). Thus H (n)  f (n) + sim(C ) for
all n  n . Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.2. (Maximal complexity nite and in nite strings).
(a) max H (s) (jsj = n) = n + H (n) + O(1).
(b) # (fsj jsj = n & H (s)  n + H (n) ? kg)  2 " (n ? k + O(1)).
(c) Imagine that the in nite string is generated by tossing a fair
coin once for each if its bits. Then, with probability one, H ( n) >
n for all but nitely many n.
Proof.
(a,b) Consider a string s of length n. By Theorem 3.9(a), H (s) =
H (n; s)+ O(1) = H (n)+ H (s=n)+ O(1). We now obtain Theorem
4.2(a,b) from this estimate for H (s).
There is a computer C such that C (p; jpj) = p for all p. Thus
H (s=n)  n + sim(C ), and H (s)  n + H (n) + O(1). On the
other hand, by Theorem 2.3(q), fewer than 2n?k of the s satisfy
H (s=n) < n ? k. Hence fewer than 2n?k of the s satisfy H (s) <
n ? k + H (n) + O(1). Thus we have obtained Theorem 4.2(a,b).
(c) Now for the proof of Theorem 4.2(c). By Theorem 4.2(b), at most
a fraction of 2 " (?H (n) + c) of the strings s of length n satisfy
H (s)  n. Thus the probability that Psatis es H ( n )  n is
 2 " (?H (n) + c). By Theorem 4.1(a), n 2 " (?H (n) + c) converges. Invoking the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we obtain Theorem
4.2(c). Q.E.D.
De nition of Randomness. A string s is random i H (s) is
approximately equal to jsj + H (jsj). An in nite string is random i
9c 8n H ( n) > n ? c.
Remark. In the case of in nite strings there is a sharp distinction
between randomness and nonrandomness. In the case of nite strings
it is a matter of degree. To the question \How random is s?" one must
reply indicating how close H (s) is to jsj + H (jsj).
( )

0

0

0

( )
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C. P. Schnorr (private communication) has shown that this complexity-based de nition of a random in nite string and P. Martin-Lof's
statistical de nition of this concept [7, pp. 379{380] are equivalent.
De nition of Base-Two Representations. The base-two representation of a real number x 2 (0; 1]Pis that unique string b b b : : :
with in nitely many 1's such that x = k bk 2?k .
P P (s) =
De
nition
of
the
Probability
!
that
U
Halts.
!
=
s
P 2?jpj (U (p; ) is de ned).
By Theorem 2.3(j,n), ! 2 (0; 1]. Therefore the real number ! has
a base-two representation. Henceforth ! denotes both the real number
and its base-two representation. Similarly, !n denotes a string of length
n and a rational number m=2n with the property that ! > !n and
! ? !n  2?n .
Theorem 4.3. (Construction of a random in nite string).
(a) There is a recursive function w : N ! R such that w(n) 
w(n + 1) and ! = limn!1 w(n).
(b) ! is random.
(c) There is a recursive predicate D : N  N  N ! ftrue, falseg such
that the k-th bit of ! is a 1 i 9i 8j D(i; j; k) (k = 0; 1; 2; : : :).
Proof.
(a) fpjU (p; ) is de nedg is r.e. Let pk (k = 0; 1; 2; : : :) denote the kth
pPin a particular recursive enumeration of this set. Let w(n) =
kn 2 " (?jpk j). w(n) tends monotonically to ! from below,
which proves Theorem 4.3(a).
(b) In view of the fact that ! > !n  ! ? 2?n (see the de nition of
!), if one is given !n one can nd an m such that !  w(m) >
!n  ! ? 2?n . Thus ! ? w(m) < 2?n , and fpk jk  mg contains
all programs p of length less than or equal to n such that U (p; )
is de ned. Hence fU (pk ; )jk  m & jpk j  ng = fsjH (s) 
ng. It follows there is a computer C with the property that if
U (p; ) = !n , then C (p; ) equals the rst string s such that
H (s) > n. Thus n < H (s)  H (!n ) + sim(C ), which proves
Theorem 4.3(b).
1 2 3
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(c) To prove Theorem 4.3(c), de ne D as follows: D(i; j; k) i j  i
implies the kth bit of the base-two representation of w(j ) is a 1.
Q.E.D.

5. Appendix. The Traditional Concept of
Relative Complexity
In this Appendix programs are required to be self-delimiting, but the
relative complexity H (s=t) of s with respect to t will now mean that
one is directly given t, instead of being given a minimal-size program
for t.
The standard optimal universal computer U remains the same as
before. H and P are rede ned as follows:
 HC (s=t) = min jpj (C (p; t) = s) (may be 1),
 HC (s) = HC (s=),
 H (s=t) = HU (s=t),
 H (s) = HU (s),
 PC (s=t) = P 2?jpj (C (p; t) = s),
 PC (s) = PC (s=),
 P (s=t) = PU (s=t),
 P (s) = PU (s).
These concepts are extended to tuples of strings and natural numbers
as before. Finally, (s; t) is de ned as follows:
 H (s; t) = H (s) + H (t=s) + (s; t).

Theorem 5.1.

(a) H (s; H (s)) = H (s) + O(1),
(b) H (s; t) = H (s) + H (t=s; H (s)) + O(1),
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(c) ?H (H (s)=s) ? O(1)  (s; t)  O(1),
(d) (s; s) = O(1),
(e) (s; H (s)) = ?H (H (s)=s) + O(1),
(f) H (H (s)=s) 6= O(1).
Proof.
(a) On the one hand, H (s; H (s))  H (s) + c because a minimal-size
program for s also tells one its length H (s), i.e. because there
is a computer C such that C (p; ) = hU (p; ); jpji if U (p; ) is
de ned. On the other hand, obviously H (s)  H (s; H (s)) + c.
(b) On the one hand, H (s; t)  H (s) + H (t=s; H (s)) + c follows from
Theorem 5.1(a) and the obvious inequality H (s; t)  H (s; H (s))+
H (t=s; H (s)) + c. On the other hand, H (s; t)  H (s) +
H (t=s; H (s)) ? c follows from the inequality H (t=s; H (s)) 
H (s; t) ? H (s) + c analogous to Theorem 3.8 and obtained by
adapting the methods of Section 3 to the present setting.
(c) This follows from Theorem 5.1(b) and the obvious inequality
H (t=s; H (s)) ? c  H (t=s)  H (H (s)=s) + H (t=s; H (s)) + c.
(d) If t = s, H (s; t) ? H (s) ? H (t=s) = H (s; s) ? H (s) ? H (s=s) =
H (s) ? H (s) + O(1) = O(1), for obviously H (s; s) = H (s) + O(1)
and H (s=s) = O(1).
(e) If t = H (s), H (s; t) ? H (s) ? H (t=s) = H (s; H (s)) ? H (s) ?
H (H (s)=s) = ?H (H (s)=s) + O(1) by Theorem 5.1(a).
(f) The proof is by reductio ad absurdum. Suppose on the contrary
that H (H (s)=s) < c for all s. First we adapt an idea of A. R.
Meyer and D. W. Loveland [6, pp. 525{526] to show that there
is a partial recursive function f : X ! N with the property that
if f (s) is de ned it is equal to H (s) and this occurs for in nitely
many values of s. Then we obtain the desired contradiction by
showing that such a function f cannot exist.
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Consider the set Ks of all natural numbers k such that H (k=s) < c
and H (s)  k. Note that min Ks = H (s), #(Ks) < 2c, and
given s one can recursively enumerate Ks . Also, given s and
#(Ks) one can recursively enumerate Ks until one nds all its
elements, and, in particular, its smallest element, which is H (s).
Let m = lim sup#(Ks), and let n be such that jsj  n implies
#(Ks)  m.
Knowing m and n one calculates f (s) as follows. First one checks
if jsj < n. If so, f (s) is unde ned. If not, one recursively enumerates Ks until m of its elements are found. Because of the way
n was chosen, Ks cannot have more than m elements. If it has
less than m, one never nishes searching for m of them, and so
f (s) is unde ned. However, if #(Ks ) = m, which occurs for in nitely many values of s, then one eventually realizes all of them
have been found, including f (s) = min Ks = H (s). Thus f (s) is
de ned and equal to H (s) for in nitely many values of s.
It remains to show that such an f is impossible. As the length
of s increases, H (s) tends to in nity, and so f is unbounded.
Thus given n and H (n) one can calculate a string sn such that
H (n) + n < f (sn ) = H (sn ), and so H (sn=n; H (n)) is bounded.
Using Theorem 5.1(b) we obtain H (n)+ n < H (sn )  H (n; sn )+
c0  H (n)+ H (sn=n; H (n))+ c00  H (n)+ c000, which is impossible
for n  c0000. Thus f cannot exist, and our initial assumption that
H (H (s)=s) < c for all s must be false. Q.E.D.
Remark. Theorem 5.1 makes it clear that the fact that H (H (s)=s)
is unbounded implies that H (t=s) is less convenient to use than
H (t=s; H (s)). In fact, R. Solovay (private communication) has announced that max H (H (s)=s) taken over all strings s of length n is
asymptotic to lg n. The de nition of the relative complexity of s with
respect to t given in Section 2 is equivalent to H (s=t; H (t)).
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